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udents Venting at Pemberton
pprove
uttle
sfee
dents agree to $2.50
with 571-149 vote
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor
will be equipped with its own shuttle
IOOD as

November after students approved
· by a vote of 571-149 during a special
election.
nts OK'd a $2.50 per semester shuttle
which will be implemented in the spring

Olamber of Commerce has raised about
from Charleston businesses to help cover
of the shuttle bus service.
Chamber of Commerce still needs to raise
of $20,000 from area businesses to cover
·
ly 25 to 30 percent of the operating
the bus. The new srudent fee will cover
llDlill.lin
. g 70 to 75 percent
member Melissa Girten, who has been
on the project since Spring of 1998, said
likely they will expand the route into
because not enough Charleston busibave pledged money.
said the route may be extended to include
It the Mattoon Super Wal-Mart and Cross
Mall.

would like to keep the service in
... Girten said. "But there ts a strong
·on to go to Mattoon."
proposed Charleston rouie of the shuttle
lodes stops at:
comer of Fourth Street and Roosevelt

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Courtney Martin, a senior French and psychology major and a McKinney Hall resident, speaks her opinions Wednesday evening at
Pemberton Hall on the possibility of changing Pemberton to a co-ed honors hall. She asked why the change is happening if most students
didn't want it to happen.

Students say they feel they were not consulted
about proposed changes to residence hall
______
ByAlfr/Thon

,,

Campus edrtor

Both Pemberton and McKinney Hall
residents were in tears Wednesday night
as they discussed the possible changes to
Pemberton Hall.
Director of Housing Bill Schnackel
and Director of Honors Herbert Lasky met
with about 40 Pemberton and McKinney
residents to discuss the proposed changes,
which will designate Pemberton as the
honors residence hall. The 90-year-old
female residence hall would also house
the male honors students.
Communication was a main concern
with both McKinney and Pemberton residents. The students said they felt they

campus on this issue. lt affects all the
students. I think a lot of students have
Sit in this room and think about taken unkindly to it," said Courtney
a senior French and psychology
the generations and generations Martin,
major and McKinney resident.
of women who have been
Honors students received a letter this
explaining the possible
summer
in this room. When it comes
changes.
Many
students said the letter,
down to it, ies tradition~'
written by Lasky, did not consider stuKarla Kopatz, dent input.
junior therapeutic recreation major
" l was kind of shocked by the whole
basis of the letter," said Karla Kopatz, a
junior therapeutic recreation major, honwere not consulted or considered when ors student and Pembet10n resident "It
was kind of like they were going behind
the changes were discussed.
'This issue, 1 feel does affect the our backs. It seemed like a done deal."
entire campus. To my knowledge, there
See PEMBERTON Page 2
was very little information given to the

______

,,

See SHUTTLE Page 2

tudent Senate indicates
proval of tuition change
te members say
per credit hour
make university
but not cheaper

Senate members showed they
might be in favor of the new credit
hour system, but the senate must
table new proposals for at least one
week according to their by-law:..
If senate members appro"e the
proposal next week, it will go to the
President's Council for final approval.
The new proposal, if approved
by the President's Council, will
charge freshmen entering the university in the fall of 1999 $94 per
credit hour and increase tuition for
all students by 3 percent. The
tuition by the hour charge will be
phased in over four years.
"We~lbisisa~

approach." said Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs.
"We've got a lot of things going.
This university is taking giant leaps
forward."
Fre. hmen and "ophomores will
pay with the new system in the fall
of 2000. Freshmen, sophomore!!
and juniors will pay $94 per credit
hour in the fall of 200 l and every
student will pay per hour beginning
in the fall of 2002.
"People will end up paying
more money," Hencken said "Yes
they will."

Seeta. . Page2

Lacey Buldoslk I Staff photographer

Job hunting
Jim Luniffe, representative of th'e"'USA Group, speaks with Shannon Bishop, a
junior computer management major, during the job fair Wednesday In Lantz
Gymnasium. Eastern students and alumni talked and mingled with company
representatives about future job opportunities throtq1 a Career Services sponIOl8d Wlftl

~~~-~--------~~~-~--------~~~~-~----~~
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Flrst full week of Black Greek
Council rush comes to an end
By Afrr./ Thon
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Campus editor

Eastem's Black Greek Council
this week sponsored its first full
week of rush for its three sororities and five fraternities.
"We tried to do a whole rush
week which was different from
anything we've done in the past to
promote Greek unity," said Leslie
Bates, coordinator of Black Greek
Council rush.
The last event is at 7 p.m.
tonight in the University Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Rides will be
available from all residence halls
except Lincoln Hall, Stevenson
Hall and Douglas Hall.
"(Tonight) is the big night."
Bates said.

Tonight's event~ will include an
infom1ational meeting. step show.
fao;hion show and door prizes.
The week began Monday with
a chicken and spaghetti social and
was followed by step aerobics
and a ba<tketball game Tuesday.
Wednesday. a Phat Pizza Pizzazz
sociaJ was held.
Bates said the turnout was not
as good as expected at the other
events this week.
''This is the first year we've
done an actual Greek rush," Bates
said. ''This is a trial year so next
year we' 11 know what to do better
and what to change."
The theme for the week is
"United we fall, divided we
stand."
"We· re looking for minority
participation," Bates said.

Pemberton
from Page I
Schnackel said he is trying to
take into account what is best for
the students.
"We are a department committed to customer service," Schnackel
said. '"This was an opportunity to

develop Pemberton and restore
Pemberton. OVer the years, there
have been several attempts to close
Pemberton."
He also said the historic aspects
of the building is the structure of
the building and the exterior which
will be preserved.
''Whenever you make these
kinds of changes. you don't see it
completely endorsed by everyone;·
Schnackel said. '
Pemberton residents were in
agreement with McKinney residents in that neither group said they
support the change.
"I'm friends with everyone in
McKinney," i.aid founife1 Mille1, a

junior zoology major and honors !>tu-

dent "We shouldn't be held above
everyone else. We don't deServe to
be held above everyone else. We're
really close knit and we don't want to
leave."
The tradition of the female residence hall was the main concern
from the Pemberton residents.
"I think tradition is being
thrown out the window here,"
Kopez said. "Sit in this room and
think about the generations and
generations of women who have
been in this room. When it comes
down to it, it's tradition."
Pemberton residents also said
many of them have a history with
the hall in their family.
'Tm president of this hall. my
grandmother li\'ed here, my aunt
lived here and I live here. If you
already have the overflow into
Ford, you have room for 300 people
- here you only have room for 200
to 215." said Jamie Brown. a senior
English secondary education major.
Both Pemberton and McKinney
hall residents asked Lasky and
Sd111m.:kd Lo listen to them and uot
to talk over them.

Tuition
from Pagel

To reach us
By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located in the south end of
Buzzard Hall, which is at Seventh
Street and Garfield Avenue next
to the Tart>le Arts Center and
across the street from the Life
Science Building.
By phone: (217) 581-2812

For 15 credit hours, a student
will pay $1,410. With the current
system, students pay 9 l.25 per
credit hour for fewer than 12 and
more than 18 credit hours. Students
currently pay $1,094 for 15 credit
hours.
Senate members rejected the
administration's previous proposal
to raise tuition 2.5 percent and

charge students by the hour for taking more than 16 credit hours at
their Sept. 2 meeting by a 9-11 vote.
Senate members said they voted the
proposal down because the students
didn't want it.
Erinn McFadden. chair of the
tuition and fee review committee,
said declining state support. acquisition of technology. recruiting and
retaining a quality faculty, increasing
library malerials costs, increasing
federal regulations and growing
deferred maintenance backlogs were
the reason for the proposed increase.

By fax: (217) 581-2923
By mall:
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston. IL 61920

In less than a month, half
of your customers will be
heading out of town for
more than three months.
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WHY SHOULD
YOU PICK UP
YOUR PIZZA
WHEN YOU CAN

HAVE IT
DELIVERED.

Managing editor Chad Merda

..

348-5454

Thursdax Lynch Specjal
BBQ Pork Sandwichs....$3.75
Gyro w/ french fries ......$4.25
Thyrsdil)' Dinner Special
BBQ Chicken Dinner, Choice of 2 sides,
& salad....$6.50
I 2oz Ribeye, 2 sides, & salad....$ I0.2S

Open Sunmys 11 am - 11 pm

The Dally Eastern

Performance losses
topic of AB meetin
Apportionment Board
to discuss $18,000
loss from Carrot Top
By Joe Sanner
Student government edrtor

The Apportionment Board
Thursday will discuss bylaws and
the estimated $18,000 loss from the
Carrot Top perfonnance.
The AB will meet at 6 p.m. in
the Martinsville Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Because of lower than expected
ticket sales, the University Board
lost about $18,000 on Carrot Top's
spring 1998 concert. In the past, the
AB has loaned the UB the money
to cover the losses.
The AB loaned the UB $22,000
in student activity reserve funds to
cover a more than $38.000 loss
from the fall 1997 Aretha Franklin

concert. This was a shortloan to be paid back by the fall

2000.
The 1996 spring concert,
featured the BoDeans, incurred
$1,400 loss. Hootie and
Blowfish and Toad the
Sprocket brought in a $12.500
it al the 1995 spring concert and
Beach Boys brought in a $33,
profit at the Family Weekend
cert.
Losses from the two I
spring concerts totaled $2,7
Blind Melon. Alice Donut and
brought in a $4,500 profit.
They Might Be Giants brouglt
$7,200 loss.
Mike Hansen, AB chair, said
members have been appointed
are now ready· to begin talks m
possible UB loan.
If the AB did loan money to
UB to cover the loan, it
come from the student ac ·
reserve fund, which must
above $100,000 at all times.

Avenue near Lawson Hall,
• Ninth Street in front of Carman
Hall.
• Seventh Street in front of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union,
• the comer of Seventh Street and
Lincoln Avenue near Old Main.
• the comer of Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue on the Square, •
• Wub Walker's located on the corner of E Street and Lincoln Avenue,
• Wal-Mart,
• and Lincoln HaJI on Grant Avenue.
The bus will run from 7:30 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday.
stopping every half hour. On weekends it will run from 11 a.m. to 11

p.m., stopping every hour.
The service is open to s
and faculty, who may ride for
with a university ID.
Girten said the bids for the
vice will be opened Tuesday
the bus may be running as soon
November.
"Hopefully it's a short time
it's running," she said.
Students also approved a S
increase to the student activity
by a vote of 448-276.
The activity fee will be raised
$5 lQ fbe (all,qf ,l~j~ a/Ff
tional $5 by Fall 2000. The ·
will be divided between
University Board and Sports
Recreation. The fee will help
additional performers and allow
more intermural sports and l
hours at the Student Recrc
Center.

Hencken said the new proposal
is needed to create more classes,
renovations of classrooms and
equipment for classrooms.
Hencken said a majority of the
money from this increase would go
to creating more classes, especially
core and elementary education
classes.
"We have a problem with people
getting core classes because people
register for more than they need."
Hencken said.
He said when people register for
more classes than they need, it

could force students to stay
semesters.
''This may actually save
money," he said.
"It doesn't keep people
longer," said Bill Gruen, a
member. "'Ibis kind of p
along."
Hencken said Eastern
get away from the reputati<JI
being the least expensive uni
of its size in Illinois.
"I think we want to be
one of the best universities
than one of the cheapest." he

Shuttle
from Page I
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Hypnotist leaves students clueless
,, ______

By Laura lrvlne
Activities edttor

A certified hypnotherapist Wednesday
bad Eastern students forgetting their last
names, thinking they were aliens, going on
vacation and getting burned by 100-degree
temperatures.
Darrel Corringron, a hypnotist since
1977, bad bis audience of about 85 students laughing hysterically in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union as he hypnotized about
20 people from the audience.
CorringtOn began the show by asking
for volunteers. The volunteers were then
lulled to sleep within a 10 minute session.
Corrington told the volunteers they
were getting tired and relaxed. He told
them to focus on a part of the ceiling as
they fell asleep.
"You have to be able to concentrate

The only thing I remember
was that I was an alien and I was
talking on the phone to Santa.
Beth Hall,
junior therapeutic recreation major
who was trfpnotized

______

,,

quickly," Corringron said.
1be volunteers were then given name
tags. Corrington. told the volunteers that
whenever they beard the word sleep, they
would fall into a deep, peaceful sleep and
listen to what he told them.
While asleep, Corrington told the volunteers to believe feathers were tickling
them all over their bodies when he said
"Hanson." When Corrington woke the

volunteers and said "Hanson," many of the
volunteers began to giggle and scratch their

. arms.

Corrington also told the volunteers, as
they were under hypnosis, that it was getting very hot in the room. He slowly counted from 75 to 113 degrees. All of the volunteers were making faces and i3!lning
themselves. He then told the volunteers it
was very cold. The volunteers began to
shiver and wrap their. arms around themselves. Corrington then told the volunteers
that they should bug the person sitting nQl
to them in order to keep..warm.
.
Corrington got the crowd's attention
when he told the three comatose men they
were pregnant He told them theY, were a
few months pregnant, then eight months
pregnant He then told them that they were
ready to have their babies. The girls were
told they had to help the men 'deliver the
babies. When Corrington counted to two,

everyone woke up and scrambled to the
floor as the men prepared for birth. The
girls were screaming to the men, "Push!
Come on!"
Corrington then asked each of the men
what sex their babies were. One of the
men proudly said, "It's ~boy."
When the· presentation was over,
.Corrington slowly woke the volunteers and
told them they all had a_ very pleasant experience and they should not be embarrassed
of anything ~ did.
'1 ~mber running. I was on vacation
and I was lifting weights," said Erica
Guen~er. a sophomore speech communication major·who volunteered to be hypncr
tized.
Beth Hall, a junior therapeutic recreation major
also a volunteer.
''The only thing I remember was that I
was an alien and I was talking on the phone
to Santa," she said.

was

rns to address EIU Foundation on financial affairs

• •:JffiLI llG 1r

By Tammie Sloup
Administration edttor

The EIU Foundation Board
y will be infonned of the
ial status of the university and
ce its 1998 Burnham and
y Neal Philanthropy Award
· 'ents at its annual meeting.
F.astern's President David Joms
update the Foundation regardlhe state of the university at 2
in the Charleston/Mattoon
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
· ersity Union and the awards
be presented at 4 p.m. in the
Room of the Union.
eWill
rep0rt on the uni'ty from President (David) Jorns
· g what has happened at the
ersity in the past year and
we're
going,"
said
elation President Stan Rives.

near a

Foundation Treasurer Steve
Grissom, Assistant Treasurer
Morgan Olsen and Dennis
Hammond of Hammond and
Associates,
the Foundation's
Financial adviser, also will be
speaking at the meeting.
Rives said the Foundation has
been presenting the philanthropy
awards since 1993 and they are split
into four categories: Outstanding
Philanthropist Award. Outstanding
Volunteer Award, Outstanding
Philanthropic Organization Award
and Outstanding Corporation Award.
The Outstanding Philanthropist
Award is presented to an individual
or family who have given major
gifts to the university, Rives said.
Previous recipients include the
Newton Tarble family and Richard
and Molly Lumpkin.
The Outstanding Volunteer

Award is given to a volunteer who
generates private sector support, a
press release stated. Past recipients
include Thomas Woodall and
Kathlene Shank.
The Outstanding Philanthropic
Award is presented to a group at
Eastern that has done a lot to promote volunteerism, Rives said. The
Alumni Association, the greek system and Eastem's music department are past honorees.
The Outstanding Corporation
Award honors corporations that
have done the most to stimulate support from Eastem's community,
Rives said. USX-Marathon Group
and Consolidated Communications
are among some of the past winners.
The awards are not monetary but
recipients receive a plaque from the
Foundation and their names will be
engraved on a plaque inside the

Brainard House, the Foundation's
office.
The Foundation also will be
electing new members to serve on
the Board of Directors. The three
nominees are Jack Schultz of
Effingham, Rudy Hlavek of
Atlanta, and Harry Crisp of Marion.
The Board of Directors "volunteers
and approves what goes on and al.$9
approves endowments." Rives said.
The members meet four times a
year and all members are contributors to the Foundation, he said.
There are nine voting members
that serve on the board, Rives said.
The non-voting members include
Joms, Olsen and Keith Branson,
member of Eastern's Board of
Trustees. Branson serves as a liaison to the Foundation. ·
''This is a once a ye:a.r opportunity
for the whole group to get together and

detennine who will represent them
and find out where we are in terms of
total endowment," Rives said.
The Foundation has about 125
members but many do not live in
the surrounding area, Rives said.
The Foundation was established
in 1953 and has assets of more than
$30 million and an endowment of
$18.5 million.
The assets are the total amount
of money held by the Foundation
and some of the funds are held in
trust, Rives said.
The endowment is usually for
sports scholarships .and is given to
one or more individuals a year. Tills
is produced continually and is not a
one-time gift. he said.
The Livingston Lord scholarship is the largest in amount and the
recipient is recognized each year at
commencement, he said.
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Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
words you're likely to see in many
• course requi?ements. Then again
Army ROTC is unlike any other
elective. It's hands-on excitement. ROTC will challenge you
men tally and physically
through intense leadership
training. Training that builds
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your character, confidence and
decision-making skills. Again,
words other courses seldom use.
But they'Ie th6 cxedits you need to
succeed in life. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores without obligation and requires
about five hours perweek. Register this term for Army ROTC.
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Campus beauty versus spots to park

here is a vital consideration in the discussion of campus parking issues that bas
been conspicuously absent from
the debate. Editorials to date
have been ripe with complaints
for the lack of parking. If we
want a beautiful campus, our
Carman Hall resident director
debate must be centered around
our community, not our cars.
I recommend to the parking
Thursday, ·september 24, 199g
committee fees for parking permits be doubled across the board. Prices for parking should
more accurately reflect the cost of lots and the walkways con. necting them to our classrooms, offices and resideoces. Fees
should contribute to the building, maintenance, snow removal
and trash cleanup that occurs in these areas. The price of
parking should reflect the priority we put on having a livable
campus - our 5,000-plus on~pus srudents deseive more
aesthetics than a row of bushes around every parking lot.
If not traffic and parking, what should be the salient issue
when discussing the use of our campus space? Handicapped
accessibility and the safety of our campus are issues of necessity. The distance we walk to class, lunch, our offices or our
cars, however. are matters of convenience. Logistics of pedestrian, traffic and the aesthetic quality of campus fall somewhere in between necessity and convenience, depending on
who you ask. The Campus Master Planning committee is
he student voice deserves recognition
developing a long-tenn plan for Eastem's campus environand should be heard where it is manment When the committee members listen to the priorities of
dated. This is the second time in one
Eastern's students and staff, what will they hear?
When asked where your priorities lie, please consider
year, if not more, that a ·student reprecarefully the impact of your suggestions (or your whining, if
sentative has been absent form a major administhat's what it is). How we design our campus landscape plays
trative position search committee.
an important role in recruitment and prestige. It teaches sruCurrently, student representation has been
dents, by way of example. how public space should be used.
denied on the associate vice president for acadeAbove alt the quality of living environment for students who
mic affairs search committee.
reside on campus is a primary concern: It is their front and
back yard, it is where they spend their time. We must take
Policy 12 of Eastern's Internal Governing
responsibility
for building a campus students can enjoy and
Policies has been violated according to the
be proud of.
Faculty Senate.
I am willing to walk long distances through rain, hail. sleet
The policy states. "The appropriate vice presi- or snow traveling to a campus that is beautiful. friendly and
dent or other designatconduci\'e to conununity. The alternative is a convenient parkStudent representation ed line supervisor shall ing space in an area so unatuactive and unusable that I can·1
wait to leave. While there is middle ground for us to explore,
appoint the members
The Internal Governing Policy
either
of these goals is achieved at the other's expense.
has been violated by denying
of screening commitThere
is a simple example we all have access to. Lincoln
student representation. To date, tees for administrative
Avenue evolved for the motocist. lt is quite convenient for oul'.
the associate vice president for
posftion Eevel Three to
academic affairs search comLevel Five. The same
mittee has denied student representation.
general guidelines for

T

Page4

Student Voice
is mandatory

T

autos, but is nOl an environmerr
where I'd want to spend time
«If we want a
studying or talking with profesbeautiful campus, sors or classmates. The Square
a much more pleasant environour debate must
ment It was built before societJ
be centered
began designing places to senie
cars at the expense of co
around our
ty. Lacking expansive parking
community,
lots and five-lane streets, it's
not our cars:'
traffic that seems awkward.
Which of these two enviromml
would we most like our
to resemble? Which environment should students learn ID
value as we send them into the world?
The real price people seem unwilling to pay is walking.
live and work in Cannan Hall. which is farther from our
emic buildings than any staff parking area. Anyone who
less than the underclass parking fee is hypocritical if they
complain about having to walk a distance shorter than !hat
from Cannan Hall to the Physical Science Building or Old
Main. Scores of freshmen walk that distance regularly - theJ
don't have much of an option. I also walk that distance
al times a day. Maybe it's my rugged South Dakotan
ing, but it just doesn't seem that bad to me.
For all these reasons. I can understand why architects
would advise the transfonnation of Garfield Avenue. They
have studied the relationship between people and en1v·imnlMI
and see the potential for ours to be a bUly beautiful campus.
If so many doctors gave us a recommendation, we'd foll<>*
But doctors don't ask us to give up our parking spaces. Otr
administration - and the Campus Master PlanningCo ·
- should make decisions above the perpecual banter of
ing complaints. They should make a decision for Eastern's
future and for its students. That's leadership.
The administration could set a fine example by elimi ·
the parking that taints the most important view of our campus: the front of Old Main. Here, if anyplace, is an area dB
should be adorned with dignity. vegetation and public spoce
rather than vehicular storage.
While 1 know people will always complain. I hope p
isn·t bUly at the top of our priority list. We need to be more
than an institution. Eastem's future students deserve a bea
ful campus environment - a community for living and I ·
ing. a testament to the grandeur of the university experience.

• Matthew Luttmann is the director of Carman Hall and a g
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
csmbl@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion ortne author.
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configuring screening
committees outlined for Level One and Two
shall be followed as appropriate. Faculty, administrators, civil service staff and students shall be
represented."
The administration's arguments for denying
the students' right of representation are weak.
''The position of associate vice president for
academic affairs (is) administratively oriented,
and it is likely that the person appointed to the
position will deal much more with administrators, faculty and staff than students,"said Ted
l varie, chair of the search committee.
The student voice and opinion is what Eastern
strives to achieve to attract incoming students.
The student body composes Eastern and
deserves its representation. This should also
rightfully be given. according to the Internal
Governing Policy.
Grant student representation in peace.
The administration asks students to piay by
the rules and it should, too.

OLDElt,

O.I(.?

\

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
The effort really to see and really to represent is
not idle business in face of the constant force that
makes fur muddlement. The great thing is indeed
that the muddled state too is one of the ven
sharpest of the realities, that it also has color and
form and character, has often in fact a broad and
rich comicality.
Henry James,
American writer, 1843-1916
~~~~~~~~~~~-''

Dale Righter has lied:
he has raised our taxes
Cred1biht) 1s an important issue
with our elected official<>.
lJ nfonunately. Dale Righter has
prO\en he l!o, willing to sacrifice hh
credibility in an attempt to ram
\Ole~.

R1gh1cr 1s currenll) circuluung ht
ernture that louts his ··record of tax
relief." He talks with great pride
about several pieces of legislation
that he sponsored for tax relief that
went nowhere.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
But consp1cuou~I) ab~ent from hi-.
htera1ure I'> an) mcntton of Hous-.
Bill S' Thi 1 1h le 1"lat1on that
\\as \\ nttcn b~ Righter h1m~If that
raised our taxes $310 million and
didn't provide a single dime of property tax relief. That legislation raised
several different taxes, but most
notably. it made lllinois' phone tax
the highest in the nation!

Dale Righter is clearly willing
say and do whatever it takes 10
elected. But that's no surprise. l1
thb decade. he has lohbied for
received high profile political
appomtmcnts.
I'm always skepucal of
politician \\1th an app~lltc for
But I m al.;;o am1ed wllh the ta
.ind hat make ... u \'Cry eas) to
right through Dale Righter's dou
speak.
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Jenkins' guilty plea
won't affect state case
By Nicole Meinheit

County Coun on Oct. 27 for his
next hearing. His trial is currently
set for Dec. I .
The guilty plea entered Monday.
The charge of attempted murder
in Urbana. by the man accused of could carry a sentence of up to 80
shooting a Coles County sheriff's yean. if he is com ictcd. Ferguson is
deputy will not affect the state not sure how Jenkins will serve the
charges pending against him in time if he is com icted of the Coles
County charge!>.
Coles County.
"It depends on whether the
Michael L. Jenkins, 29. of
Mauoon plead guilty to robbing judge orders (Jenkins to serve) contwo Coles County banks and ille- secutive or concurrent tenns (if
gally possessing a weapon although Jenkins is convicted)," Ferguson
prior weapons charges made that said.
Jenkins allegedly shot Sheriff's
illegal.
Jenkins has not plead guilty to Dcput) Bob Butler on April 1,
the state charges pending in Coles hours after the Lema robbery.
County. said Steve Ferguson,
After the Lema robbery, Jenkins
state's attorney.
allegedly hid for several hours and
Ferguson said he has no plans to was attempting to walk to
offer a plea bargain based on Charleston when Butler picked him
Jenkins"s confession to federal up in a squad car.
While Butler wac; transporting
charges.
Sentencing for federal charges is Jenkins to the Coles County Jail,
scheduled for Jan. 8. He could face Jenkins allegedly became alarmed
up to 20 years in prison for federal that he would be questioned about
charges. It is unlikely that Jenkins the Lema robbery and allegedly
will face a sentence longer than that pulled a gun.
Butler pulled the squad car over
because he doesn't have three violent crime convictions that would in the 600 block of Jefferson
classify him as a career criminal.
Avenue in Charleston where
Jenkins was charged with the Jenkins allegedly shot Butler in the
federal charges in an indictment neck and face.
After Butler was shot, Jenkins
returned in July. The indictment
alleges that Jenkins robbed Okaw allegedly fled on foot and was
Building & Loan Association in arrested the next morning outside
Mattoon on March 28, and the Lema of a home just west of Charleston.
FlfSt National Bank on April l.
Butler was released from Carle
The federal charges are separate Foundation Hospital in Urbana,
from the state charges in Coles April 10, two weeks after he was
County for attempted murder, rob- shot He underwent reconstructive
bing a Mattoon gas station and facial surgery while at Carle
stealing several cars. Jenkins is Foundation Hospital and continued
scheduled to appear in the Coles his recovery at home.
City eartor

Avoiding sexual assault
By Nicole Meinheit
City editor
Sexual Assault Counseling
lnfonnation Service (SACIS)
d a list of measures stutake to prevent being an
victim on campus.
ultimate responsibility is
people who attack and the
prevention is to have the
stop. Unfonunately those
who want to be safe also have
rate everyday safety techinto our lives," said SACIS
Bonnie Buckley.
key to being safe is to
quick and easy safety
like locking your car doors
you get in the car, she said.
big pan of preventing being a
is not looking like a victim.
walking alone are targets

for allackers. and men should
remember that males can also be
the victims of attacks, although
there are fewer incidents, Buckley
said.
Students should avoid walking
alone at night. but if they have to
walk alone they should:
• Yell "fire" if attacked.
• Walk toward a curb or in the
street
• If a student is being followed.
they should go to the nearest police
station or open service station.
• If walking to a neighbor's house,
students should walk under streetlights so others can see them.
While recent cases of harassment and attacks have been by
strangers, a much larger percentage
of the cases Buckley sees are committed by people the victim already
knows, she said.

"We don't sec a lot of stranger
attacks, what we see are a lot more
of the acquaintances attacks,"
Buckley said.
If you are a victim of an attack,
SACIS can help you follow
through with all the necessary steps
from filing a police report, any kind
of medical attention you need and
through all of the court proceedings.
SACTS also provides counseling
for the person who has been
attacked and their family, Buckley
said.
SACIS offices are located on the
first floor of Lawson Hall and are
open from I to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. They can be
reached at 348-5033.
For emergencies call the Sexual
Assault Counseling 24 hour Crisis
Line at 1-888-345-2846.
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Pro-choice group named a recognized organizatio
By Shayla Rybolt
Staff writer
An organization to increase
awareness, educate and promote
pro-choice Jaws will soon be added
to Eastem's list of Recognized
Student Organizations.
Campus for Choice was fonned
by co-chairs Annie White and Ana
Leal. They have been working with
People Organized For Women's

Equality And Rights as well as with
Planned Parenthood in Champaign
to get the organization started.
All are welcome to attend the
first meeting of Campus for Choice
which will be held at 6 p.m.
Wednesday in the Mezzanine
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"We felt there was a large pro-life
voice already on campus and needed to
create an opposing viewpoint that was-

n't present before,'' White said
White and Leal said all of the
paper work has been filed and the
organization should reach official
status in about two weeks.
"We need a pro-choice organization here at EIU, where you can't be
attacked or ridiculed because
you're pro-choice. We don't want
to offend anybody, we just want to
be heard," Leal said.
White said the organization wants

to explore the varying opinions among
those who are pro-choice, including the
viewpoints of those who feel abortion
is acceptable in instances of rape or
only during the first trimester.
The types of activities the organization hopes to do include setting up a
table in Coleman Hall with posters,
bulletins. and statistics to educate and
infonn White also said that group
members hope to work as guides at a
Olampaign clinic that performs abor-

lions, protecting those going in <DI
from protesters.
"We will have panels and
cussions with people who are
choice. We also want to have
emment officials come and
about the issue," Leal said.
Men are encouraged to attend
well.
''Abortion is a prominent·
on campus that involves w
and men," Leal said.

POWER to inform about
negative
images
of
wome
,, _____
By Laura Irvine
Activities editor

Students will be encouraged to
respect themselves and their bodies
today by celebrating the first annual ''Love Your Body Day."
The People- Organized for
Women's Equality and Rights, or
POWER, will celebrate the day
beginning at 9 a.m. by informing
students about negative body
images and how to overcome negative feelings.
POWER is an Eastern organization that is modeled after the
National
Organization
for

Women. Members of POWER
will be stationed at the Coleman
Hall landing and walking around
campus to distribute "love your
body" information and candy
throughout the day.

''It is the first national day of action

to speak out against ads and irnage.s of
women that are offensive, bannfuJ,
dangerous and disrespectful to
women's bodies and women's lives," a
press release stated
"This event is important
because it makes people think
about whether or not television
and magazine ads are realistic the
way they portray women," said

A lot of us are tired of the

body images portrayed on
TV.

,,

John Corso

_____

co-cllair of POWER

Ellen Eardley, co-chair of
POWER.
"A lot of us are tired of the body
images portrayed on TV. This day
will be a way to get people to think
about things," said John Corso, cochair of POWER.

The goal of POWER is to educate women and to teach them to
appreciate themselves for who
they are.
Many women today have very
low self-esteem and self-worth.
POWER tries to help women
achieve higher self-esteem and to
accept themselves for who they
are.
Eardley said attending the event
will be a good experience because
POWER "challenges t:be stereotypeS put on women. What you see
on television can affect your physical and mental health."
POWER will also raffle a pro-

C..flav

Over the last four years, the average
number of drinks that students
_consume in aweek has decreased.*

with all the latest toys.

*Eastern's Core Alcohol and Other Drug Survey 1994 - 1997 Statistics
This message provided by Health Service
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CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
1\ftcr t\.vclve years of providing Eastern Students
with quality chiropratic care. we are \Velcoming the
students back to school. To welcome vou back we
are offering to perforrn our ser\'ices on your first
visit absolutelv tree with this certificate!
Tt1is includes consLiltation. examination. treatment.
and X-rays if indicated. Call NOW 10 schedule your
appointment.

fessionaJ massage from We
and Wisdom. Tickets cost $1.
Men as well as women are·
ed to visit POWER's booth
although the organization fi
mainly on women, men are
involved in the program
said the images of women in
media affect men also.
Some of the information
will be in the pamphlets at
POWER booth will be Stati
dieting, infe>rmat;ioir' ciliQ\lt
weighing 2g pei€ent1CSSI
age women, and that in 80
of X-rated movies, men do ·
or exploit women.

' ~;
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•

••
••

Server Tevs

work with some of the
most powerful computer systems
known to man. Advanced servers and
1 .
intranet applications. lnnovatiw middlewale and
databases. ~lopment tools that push the limits.
And for those who prefer retro toys, we still haw
mainframes to keep you busy well beyond Y2K.
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orida Keys prepare for Georges
MI (AP) All 80,000
nts of the Florida Keys
ordered
evacuated
esday as Hurricane
e\ stormed toward the
chain, and cars and
"'ith boats in tow
zed onto the two-lane
ay that is the only road to
"nland.
1th more than three dozen
dead in its wake in the
an, the stonn moved
Cuba and could reach the
by late 11mrsday.
t because of the hurri's wobbly course. officials
540,000 more people could
to leave Miami Beach
ocher low-lying areas farup the coast late

Wednesday.
Traffic was heavy but brisk
after tolls were lifted on all
evacuation routes between Key
Largo. the northernmost island
in the Keys, and Orlando.
"I don't want to stay for a
hurricane,'' said Fon Pierce resident Pat Stowell, whose Ke)
West \'acation with her husband
ended abruptly. "Been there.
done that."
At 5 p.m.. Georges was
drifting west at 14 mph along
Cuba's southern coast. 535
miles southeast of Key West.
with winds of 75 mph.
Forecasters said Georges
could weaken over Cuba and
reach the Key~ as a tropical
storm. Or it could strengthen

and slice through the Keys late
Thursday or early Friday.
"Satellite pictures make us
think it is coming back like
gangbusters," said Jerry Jarrell.
director of the National
Hurricane Center in Miami.
Gov.
Lawton
Chiles
declared a state of emergency in
ccnlral and ~outhem Florida.
allowing the state to activate the
National Guard, lift tolls along
evacuation routes and buy bulk
emergency supplies.
The Hone.la Keys are one of
the most difficult places in the
United Statei. to evacuate
because a single two-lane highway connects the 120-milelong cham with the mainland.
U.S. Highway l runs over

the ocean for miles at a stretch,
with the roadway only about 5
feet above the water in some
places.
Stretches of the highway
have been submerged during
past hurricanes.
In Key West. a devil-maycarc son of place where crust)
island dwellers often choose to
stick out storms. the smell of
fresh wood was in the air from
all the sawing and drilling as
people boarded up windows to
protect their homes.
Only a few dozen stragglers
populated the tourist strip that is
normally host to thousands.
Those remaining ran red
lights. double-parked and generally disobeyed traffic laws.

eningitis developing resistance to main treatment
year, with smaller outbreaks in
other pans of the world.
Meningitis often is caused by
neL"SCria meningitidis, bacteria
that µ.~y live harmlessly in the
nose and throat and can be spread
by sneezing or direct contact.
Drug-resistant strains of type
B neisseria meningitidis were

found in 11 patients in Vietnam
and one patient in France from
1987 to 1996. scientists at the
Pasteur Institute in Paris reported in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine.
The~ found that the
12 di.fferent strains all had the
same genetic variation thal made

them resistant to chlorampbenicol,
the standard treatment for meningitis in developing countries.

All 12 strains also were
resistant to streptomycin and
sulfonamide drugs. However,
they responded to other medication, including penicillin and
tetracycline.

cam£US
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RHA to discuss budget
Eastem's Residence Hall Association
now has a finalized budget and will begin
meeting to discuss ideas for the budget and
the various RHA committee....
The RHA will continue discussing its
$12,000 1998-99 academic year budget
and how the money will be spent in the
future.
According to RHA President Colene
Gerdel, the committees from the residence
halls are getting under way with planning
their activities for the seme...ter.
Committees such as Fun Stuff are going
to begin discussing how to make the RHA
meetings more interesting and fun. The
Helping Hands committee also will discuss
community service projects. The newsletter
committee will meet to go over ideas for
future newsletters.
The RHA is also scheduled to discuss
October Fest, which Geurdet said the association would want to hold during Family
Weekend

• By Amanda Martinez, Staff writer
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If you 're majoring in computer science, data processing. accounting,
auditing, math or law, contact your Placement Director for more
information. or write to: Assistant Director, Corporate Human Resources,
Three Stale Fann Plaza-Kl. Bloomington, IDinois 61791-000l.

Stare Fann Insurance Ompanies • Home Offices:
Bloomingron. Illinois • An f.qual Oppon:unicy Employer
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Sale

STAF i: needed in small resident ' sites serving 4-6 reside
with developmental disa b1 1 es . Monday through
F riday evening and midnight
sh Its or weekend shifts available Flexible scheduling also
available. No experience necess ry Paid training is provided
Appllcatlons may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 181h Street, Charleston, IL
61 920. E.O.E.
- ~
_12114
Stix s hiring 4 waitresses.
Must oe 21. Also kilchen help
wa nt d immediately. Apply
wit htn after 2 p.m. 345-7849.
_ _ _ _9/25

The Arcola CILA has a 3:309 :30 shift available, Thurs.Sun., and PT weekend hours.
Our CILA is the home of five
Individuals with developmental
disabilities and sits in a beautiful residential neighborhood of
Arcola. Your job would be to
help our residents gain as
much independence in their
day to day lives as possible.
This is a great opportunity for
anyone interested in working in
the human services field.
Please apply at 106 E. South
St.. Arcola, M-F 9am· 11 am or
5pm-7pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/24

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom . Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231 .
12114
SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 12114

Winter Brides. sz. 6-8 design·
er wedding gown. White satin
with real fox fur. Very elegant.
Paid $2,300 asking $1 ,000.
Veil $50. Lisa 345-1565 _ _
~--------10/7
5pc. TAMA Drum Set w/zildjn
symbols and EXTRAS $650
o.b.o . 345-4125. ASK FOR
STEVE.
-~------·9~0
HOUSE-702 TIMOTHY CIRCLE, QUIET CL-DE-SAC
NEAR CAMPUS. 3 BED·
ROOM, 2 BATH, LR, FR,
LARGE KITCHEN, FIREPLACE. 1500 SQ FT $99,500
0.B.O. CALL CENTURY 21
HUTION-MATHENY 258-6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28

Volunteers wanted for Teen
Reach Program. Desired individuals should have previous
experience with child and adolescent populations. Please
apply at 513 7th St. Charleston,
IL.

Hope House In Arcola, a 16
bed l~FDD, has the following
shift available: FT cooklhab
- aide, M-F. 6-2. Must know how
to cook. FSS cert. a plus, PT
weekend mid-8, PT evening
and weekend hours. Apply at
106 E. 2nd South St. M-F 9am11am, or 5pm-7pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9124

Needed: female sublessor for
next 8 months. Nice furnished
2 bedroom apt, close to cam·
pus. Call 234-981 or 3462282.
Leave
Message.
___
__
_ _ _ _ 9/30

Travel

Moving. Need Sublessor for
Jan-Aug. Utilities incl. Close to
campus. 345-6691.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

#1 now hiring motivated individuals to promote America's best
Spring Break vacations. Sell
trips, earn cash, go freel 1800-234-7007. www.endlesssummertours. com.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 10/5
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE i
USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica
and Florida packages and is
currently accepting applications
for campus sales representatives. Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23

00

•

0

www.sunsplashtours.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23

For Rent

Available
immediately!
Openings for PT dietary
staf f/earl y shift 5:30 A M1 :30PM o r afternoons 1:307:30PM . Ap ply In person at
738 18th St., Charleston, IL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9125

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1211 4

WANTED: Roommate. Own
Room. 2 Bdrm House. Great
Location and $250.00 month.
Call 348-6345. Leave a message!

For Sale
MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$4-0. 348-1769/
~----~--1211 4
Auto Bike as seen on T.V., 2
months old. Paid $280. Will
sell for $200 or best offer. Call
235-3597. Please no calls
before 10:00 a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9128

EK Airband· You've worked so
hard this week and it's really
paid off. I know you11 be "HOT
STUFF" tonite! Love-Cori.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9124

Concert posters. Grateful
Dead $25. DOORS $20.
Hendrix $20. 348-1769.
-----~--9/18
Kitten, (F)/Torti/shots $35.00.
Must Seell Call Jen 348-6756
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9124

Congratulations to Leigh Sahr
of Alpha phi on getting lavaliered to Ryan Teranel of Delta
Sigma Phil -Love, Rhonda and
Traci.
--------~9124
GO A LPHA G AM S. YOU R
DOIN G GREAT IN DERBY
DAYSI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9124

Some whistle

blowers
•Bomb t4Abundant

ti Com of

Person accepting ad. _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
mount due:S _ _ _ __

:l Cash

0

Check

0

"Grease"
Antidi9cr'.mil 18tion grp. since

1909
IO T. S. Eliot work
UN.F.L
Hall-of-Farner

Credit

Check number._ _ _ _ __

Elroy
MOeep green
•Nav. rank

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

O Yes 0

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nFamllia
members
nKlndof
apartment

youaftat

4t Uke most mail
a Arst elected
Congress-

• Sales force
• HoOOy fee, e.g .

woman

Jeanneae
• Distort. as
survey results

t Hardly thinking

a Storm, as a

•Endorsed
•Herculean
athletes

building
I Long-stemmed

flowers
4Exhibits
•Garibaldi
adherent In
revolutionary
Italy

It Stinkpot
A Eugene O'Neill's
only comedy
9' 1136 battle site

•trawklsh
sentiment

Ad to read:

•Turnpike feature
7 Get lighter
I Show one's
pearty whites

,........, ...........

l ltalian-

11 They may be

tO Mammal,
usually

_ _ _... tt Actress Hagen
t a Basketball's

path
ti Bank acct. entry
at Respond to, as
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with varid ID t 5 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAV-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
conaldered libelous Of' in bad taste.
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon
BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Satu
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE
Clips may be edited for available space.

II California's novelist Frank
Valley
et Plant tissue
•Beyond
• Earty Clal1c
•Computer menu
option
Gable film, wlh
"The"
a RiY9f of Hesse
40 Grammy winner 14 This might give

Cohn

t7 ArteJofH words

t.

R.O.T.C. Lab today at noon and at 3:30 pm. at the Pond Pa
Full BOU uniform. Knot tying instruction.
INDIGO. Bake sale today from 9 a .m . to 4 p.m. in Taylor
lobby. New members, old members and hungry stomachs
attend.
EARTH CLUB. Meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in the Oakland
In the Union. Come and find out what you can do to improve
pus recycling. Everyone welcome.
STUDENT READING COUNCIL. Meeting about professional
folios today al 7 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium.
BACCUS. Meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Casey Room m
Union. Anyone interested please attend. New members
always welcome.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION. Meeting today at 5 p.m.
Weller Hall lobby.
POWER. Love your body day today from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. In
Coleman Hall stairway. Chance to win a 30 minute massage,
chocolate candy.
COLLEGE REPUBLIC ANS. Meeting today at 5 p.m. at J
Pub and Pizza.
INTERVAR SITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large G
Thursday 9124 at 7:00p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon Room,
floor. Union. All are invited to Fellowship with us as we fOQIS
Obedience with Ramona Smith from Jubilee Christian C
See you therel
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS. Movie at Will
Thursday, September 24, 1998 at 7:30 p.m. Meet at McKinnlJ
7:00p.m. We're going to se "54."
BETA ALPHA PSI. Speaker from Kerber Eck and Braeckel
September 24, 1998 at 7:00p.m. in LH 029. Professional
required.
NABJ. Meeting. 9-24-98 at 7p.m. in the Newsroom.
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN. P
Meeting on behavioral Management Planning. Sept. 24, 1
6:00p.m. in the Buzzard Auditorium.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. New Students Only. Thursday,
24 at 7:15 at Wesley Foundation, across from Lawson. A
that meets so new or transfer students can get acquainted
one another and others at the Wesley Foundation.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Passages & Pancakes. Friday,
25 from 7:00-7:45a.m. at Wesley Foundation, across 4th
Lawson. A weekly breakfast gathering to discuss selected
passages and one's journey in the Christian faith.
AASA AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES ASSOC. Meeting. 9-24-98
6p.m. In the Cultural Center. Come prepared to think!ll And
for elections.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Haiti Connection Meeting.
24-98 at 7p.m. In the Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel
located on the comer of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
NEWMAM CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass. 9-24-98 at 12:05p.m.
the Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is located on the
ner of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION. Speaker M
Thurs. Sept. 24 at 7:00p.m. in LH Room 127. Speaker
Christmann form Mid America Designs.
HAITI CONNECTION. M eeting. Sept 24 .at 7:00p,m. ~
Newman Center.
FELLOWSHIP CHRISTIAN ATHLETES. Meeting. 9-24-98
8:15p.m. in the Lantz C lub Room upstairs in rec by
Everyone Welcome! Fans tool

aa "McTeague"

tlChedcup
ti Bizarre

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sar-dog-I'm so excited for you.
I can't believe you finally got
lavaliered. Congratulations!
Love-COri.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9124

4 Cardinal Baseball Tickets for
Saturday Sept. 26. Call 3483325.
-------~9124

two-pieces

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Kane r-Happy 22nd Birthday!
Party like a rock star. Love ya,
Wicket.
--~-----~9124
Congratulations Dirk on engagi ng Tara. Congratulations
Adam on lavaliering Jen. DChi's are so romantic.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _9124

--~------9123

I

Name: _________________ _

To the gentlemen of Pi Kappa
Alpha: Thanks for the beautiful
flowers and the even more
beautiful singing. You're the
best. Love, Christy.
~--------9124
LAMBDA CHIS- Thank you so
much for the rose and the serenade! I loved it! You guys are
so good to me! Love, Sarah.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/24
Sara Granger Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to the
Wildman. I am so happy for
you. Love Ruiz.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./24

Roommates

t Pieces of

Classified Ad Form

Payment:

Anne, Kristy, Krista, Stacey,
and Lauren: Thanks for all
your help with dinner and rush!
Love, Pikes

o

ACROSS

The Daily £astern News

no. words/days

Personals

~--------9124

FREE
CASH
GRANTSI
College.
Scholarships.
Business. Medical Bills. Never
Repay. Toll Free 1-800-2189000 Ext. G-2262.

1 ~8

SPRING
A BSOLUTE
BRE AK ... "TAKE 2" 2 FREE
TRIPS O N ONLY 15 SALES
a nd... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Cancun, B ahamas, Florida,
Padre! Lowest Prices! Free
Meals, Parties, & Drinks.
.. Limited Offer
1-800-426-

1

~-------12114

Big 2 BIR upstairs apt. Water &
Trash Furnished. Off street
parking. 345-3554.

Sublessors

Spring Break '99-Sell t rips,
Earn cash, and go freelll
Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus reps. Lowest
rates to Jamaica, Mexica, and
Florida. 800-648-4847 or
www.ststravel.com
________

Need personal assistant for 46
yr. old female w/ multiple scloe rsis. Friday and Saturday
evenings for 2 hours. (9-11)
and/or afternoons for 2 hours
(2-4).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30

7

SPRING 1999: NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY.
FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. 3451284.

Services Offered

Teen Reach is accepting applications for part-time employment. Individuals must have
previous working with children
and adolescents. Nights &
weekends required. Please
apply at 513 7th St. Charleston,
IL.
-------~-9129
Caring individuals needed lo
work wilh adults wilh developmentally disabilities In a group
home setting stressing community integrated living. Now hiring FT/PT evenings, weekends,
and morning positions. Apply
In person at Tull House, 1911
18th St., C harleston; 34 53552.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29

7

COMMERCIAL SPACE 112
block from campus.
820
Lincoln St. 348·7746.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 12114

CampusClips

a

f;~:+;p~ •

information

Radio settings
Sixth Jewish

month
'Stcrtil'l'hrl • WISh -

- - - - - - 17 lnitill tollowet'
•SonofZ..
~

• y

chosen
aa Ricky and Lucy,
e.g.

M Wounded Knee
locale: Abbr.
• "I Kid You Not"
autobiographer
'7 Flower through
Aorence

a

Weather

• Drainage system
40 Scanner. tor
shol1

• Words after

•ttoney•

44 "What's - ' I "
41 0neofthe
Iroquois
47 Fate

49 Want

II More refined
I I Goose genus
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olf teams off to disappointing beginning
r penalty strokes
big number holes
ed by Albaugh
By Sandra Slmousek
Staff writer

men's and women's golf
ft off to a disappointing start
head golf coach Jay
women's team have had

two tournaments already this season.
Its most recent tournament was
at Northern Illinois where it finished 19th outof20. Its low ranking
was caused by a combination of
poor play and a difficult golf
course.
"We just need to work hard on
our game right now," Albaugh said
''By eliminating the balls out of
bounds and the balls in the water
hazards it will vastly improve our
game."

The women have also played in
the Tennessee Tech tournament.
The team got off to a great start by
coming in seventh place out of 18
teams in the opening round, but to
the disappointment of the whole
team it ended the second round in
11th place.
"We found that the key to the
drop in our rank was that we just
did not execute," Albaugh said
The lowest average player of the
women's team right now is junior
Kara Dohman. Albaugh said be is

tennis swings into play
By Daniel 0. Skrezyna

place.

looks for team
present Eastern
Stall writer

Ml!ria Reid Will be looking
ve on last year's marks with
full season to coach the
's tennis team.
~ 1997-98 tennis season. the
's tennis team finished 9-7
and 5-4 in the Ohio Valley
nee. putting them in fifth

The team played a singles round
robin tournan1ent on Sept. 11-12 at
Western Illinois. Western, Chicago
State and F.astem were the lhree participating teams. Senior Jill Cochran
placed second in the B-flight (3rd and
4th singles) and junior college transfer Kari Probst placed third in the Cflighl (5th, 6th and 7th singles.)
"Jill bad a great tournament."
Reid said.
Reid will be looking for Cochran
and fellow senior Adeline Khaw to
pick up the pace.
"Cochran and Khaw am. the co-

captains, team leaders and role models of the team," Reid said. "We have
a great team chemistry. With a lot of
work. we will be competitive in the
OVC."
The main goal for the Panther
women's team this year is to be a
good team for the school.
"Our goals are to play consistently , finish in the top four in the OVC
and most importantly play respectively and represent F.astem well,"
Reid said.
The women's next match will be
on Oct. ll at the University of
Illinois-Springfield

's thoughts and prayers
with his countrymen
y in the hurricane-ravminican Republic and with
te Brant Brown, whose
"ght end up costing the Cubs
wild-card berth.
dropped a Oy ball that

Personals

Announcements

I

, Leslie, and Amy of
ou are doing great with
. Lets take back
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
ulations Kim Hodges of
We
proud of you. Love, your

on getting lavaliered.

_ __ _ _ _ _ 9/24

ncta, Marcy, & Jacy- Just
to let you all know that I
& that you are the
t sisters!! Alpha Love,
Alisa.
__
_ _ _ _ _9/24
Cobble and Shannon
· Congratulations on
accepted into Pi Kappa
fraternity. we are proud
Momma and Matty.
9/24

ION ALL ATHLETES
TE:=AM T SHIRTS AT
S WE NOW HAVE EIU
EWELRY INCL uDING
BALL.
SOCCER
AND ALL OTHER
________ 10/6
Saturday nights.
Grounds open mic. for
acoustic,
poetry.
Grounds Mattoon.
~-----·9~5

team."

The men have competed in three
tournaments this year so far. They
had a disappointing weekend at
Butler where they came in 14th out
of the 15 participating teams.
"They were not hitting the

Honor
from Page 12
game and 0.5 blocks per game.
Even though Cutler's scats
have been impressive. that is not
the only contribution that the
junior outside hitter makes to the
team.
"Just to have her consistency
and have her be a leader and a
strong posiuve influence is the
biggest help," Ralston said.
Finally starting to come

around:

After a rocky start. Southeast
Missouri is settling down and
winning some games.
The Otabkians went 2_1 in the
OVC last week and now stand at
4-5 overall.
SEMO came up with a pair of

greens with their short irons. At this
level, missing the greens with our
nine irons and pitching wedge is
going to hurt us," Albaugh said
The next Invitational for the
men is Oct. 5 and 6 at Bradley.
Heading into this invite, the
team is working at cutting down the
double or triple bogies which are
tough to recover from.
"We are finding that we need to
work on execution," Albaugh said
''By eliminating the ''big boles" the
men's team will improve."

and Lea Beckemeyer who all
recorded double figures in kills.
SEMO now leads the OVC in
four categories: hitting (.220),
assists ( 14.89 apg}. blocks (2.43
bpg) and kills (17 .22 kpg).
Still looking in Tennessee:
Four teams in the OVC are still
searching for their first conference win. Tennessee-Martin,
Tennessee
Tech.
Middle
Tennessee and Tennessee State
are alJ winless in conference play.
Tech dropped to 0-2 after losses to Eastern and Southeast
Missouri. Tech struggled offensively in both matches, averaging
only a .112 hitting percentage.

The lone bright spot for the
Golden Eagles were junior Lisa
Dissel and senior Meredith Ferlic.
Ferlic is second in the league
in digs averaging. 4.16 per game
while her teammate is seventh
3-0 victories over OVC oppo- with 3_84 a game.
nents. ln the victory over Middle
Disscl also ranks among the
would have been the game's final probably hold the record at the end Tennessee. OVC dig leader Jackie
Derwort led the way with 14 digs, top five in kills per game while
out. allowing three runs to score in of the season.
kill Ferlic is near the top in service
Milwaukee"s stunning 8-7 victory
While Sosa broke out of an 0- whil e conn~cfmg on 14 of.,..,
~~ aces.
over Chicago. The Brewers had for-21 slump with the solo homers, attempts with only two errors.
..,..
M ·
rl
. i.~ • wth Ci 1 ..ii;nne-i'liee-. a~n 1 9,pene..,. u.n H
,I)ef\\:Ort ral'I
trailed ?-0. , ';' ~ ..:r,' ~
..J hi!! thoughts were elioewhere ;after .
SJXt11.;r.l,fl
,..
e"
n•
A
·
•
1
"'fl
·•~
'
..
,
•.<..i-'.c
'r
•r..:th.-,
~ 6•
.
. •
metr cou er..rrc.. Si:;asvn w1 a:"IT
'
Fonunately for the Cubs. the the game.
A t" p
OVC m hittmg percentage and
· thr
1
oss to us in eay in
ee
Mets lost 3-0 to the Expos, and
"What happened to Brownie seventh in kills.
.
.
games. UTM struggled offenChicago and New York remained today can happen to anybody who
Senior Man?y Edgi~gton led sively, managing just 30 kills and
tied atop the wild-card standings.
plays this game and I think that he the way offensively against Tech h"t d"
99
t
d d fi
f th
,
1 a 1sma10.
percen .
Sosa's homers once again put has a lot of support from our team,"
assh e recor e ive 0
e team s
Tennessee State fell to 0-3 in
him back into the home run race
Sosa said. "We haven't given up nine service aces.
Not that the Othakians needed the OVC with losses coming at
when it looked like he was all but yet. We have three games to go. We
the hands of Murray State,
out of it. Just a day before, even he need to just forget about it today an offensive spark, but they got Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead
had conceded that McGwire would and keep going."
one from Denwort, Krista Kaukap State.

my hits two in 8-7 Chicago loss
\\AUKEE (AP) - Sammy
couldn't really celebrate hitme runs Nos. 64 and 65 to
McGwire for the record
!'Ol'I btiS)> worrymg abOuo-

looking to the Juniors this season to
provide an example to the younger
team members.
"We are looking forward to our
juniors to step it up," Albaugh said.
"We are hoping to see juniors Ann
Akenbrand and Dohman lead the

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/30
Spring Break '99. Cancun,
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from
$399. Sell 15 and travel free.
Lowest prices guaranteed. Info
Call 800-446-8355. www.sunbreaks.com.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 9/29
Need Cash. We buy used
CD's. cassettes, and video
games. Sound Source Music.
258-8919.
~-------1V14
tropi TAN. New ownership special.
10 tans/$25 includes
superbed.
HURRY expires
9/30/98. 348-8263
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9 /30
Absolute deadline lo submit
mock tnal applications is Sept.
28. For info. call Dr. Leigh at
581-6620 or Jody at 348-1 867
9125
All new equipment. University
Villeg L undry Mat 24 hot..
video s1;curtty $1.25 w sh &
.25 to ory
925
ATIEt..JTION ALL GR EKSI
TOKENS ANNOUNCES A 1~o
REDUCTION ON All INSTOCK MERCHANDISE FOR
THE DURATION OF FALL
SEMESTER. FOR THE BEST
SELECTION & BEST SERVICE
ALWAYS SHOP AT TOKENS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9~4

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

llAHAHA

MAHA~

HAHA~

I._____________________________________________________________________

__.
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The Dally Eastern

Strother two points away from 100 caree
The Panther's bumped their
above the .500 mark this past week
with a 7-1 victory over TennesseeMartin and a 4-2 victory over
Illinois. Tracie Strother got her first
points of the season against lffM
by grabbing two goals and an assist
in that game. She then added to that
statistic when she scored two goals
against Illinois. Strother. who finished the 1997 season with 24
points, is now just two points shy of
I 00 for her career. Senior Beth
Aussin, who has a pair of goals and
four assists this season, tops all
Eastern players in career scoring
with 108 points. Sophomore goalie
Jeanine Fredrick lowered her GAA

to 0.99 for the season before the
Illinois game.
The Panthers face Purdue and
WISConsin-Milwaukee in a tournament this weekend in Milwaukee.
MVC Quick Fact:
While the rest of the league has
yet to get underway, Illinois State
and Arkansas-Little Rock collided
in a match that saw ISU come away
with a victory. It now leads the
MVC with a 1-0 record. ISU and
Creighton are tied in the best overall record category with 5-2 marks.
Eastern is in third with a 3-3 record
and Arkansas-LR rounds out the
group with an overall record of 1-6.

Women

found the back of the net again when junior Joanna Elke to beat the Illini
sophomore Kimberly Doetzel took a goalkeeper and tie the score at two.
pass from freshman Emily Brown to
"We were complacent the second
beat the defense and put the Illini up half," said Illini head coach Jillian
2-0. They would carry that lead with Ellis. "We talked at halftime and we
them into the half.
didn't think we were playing as well
The Panthers went into halftime a'i we could play. Mentally we
looking at a 2-0 deficit but never la~. and credit Eastern they never
thought about giving up. Head gave up and scored four very nice
coach Steve Ballard made one goals."
change that proved to be a key a' he
With the momentum of the game
switched goalkeepers and brought in now going their way, the Panthers
Jessica Graczyk to try and halt the took ad\ ai1tage of the young and
worn out Illinois squad.
Illini scoring attack.
Nine minutes after Strother
Eastern would need just six shots
the entire game to score four goals scored, junior Shanna Hozman took
and go on to beat lliinois. The a comer kick from senior Diane
Fighting Illini tallied 25 shots in Markus and put a head shot in the
their losing effort.
back of the neL Then three minutes
Twenty five minutes into the sec- later Tracie Strother put in her second half senior Amy Koudelka ond goal of the day when sophowould take one of those shots off a more Carole Griggs fed her a pass
pass from senior Beth Aussin to beat and she rocketed a shot from 15
the goalie and put the Panther's on yards out to beat the Illini goalie for
the board.
the final score of the afternoon.
Three minutes later senior Tracie
"At halftime we told the team
Strother took a throw in set up from that we have to attack the ball and

Going Down:

from Page 12
be the difference in the game.
Senior midfielder Heather Ory
was all over the field the entire
game, making plays that ignited the
Panthers offense and stifled the
Illini's attack.
"We knew that we had to pick it
up a lot at halftime." Ory said. "We
were confident that if y,e could get
through the ball and get it over the
top then we could beat them, and
that is what we did."
The Panther's were not attacking
the ball in the first half and the Illini
took advantage. Illinois used a ballcontrol offense to keep the Panthers
running in circles. At the 23:03
mark the Illini used a free kick to set
up a play that allowed freshman Lisa
Baldwin to beat the Panther defense
and put lliinois up 1-0.
1\velve minutes later Illinois

Middle Tennessee is 3-5 overall
and 0-2 in the
OVC after dropping two of its
Soccer
three matches last
notebook
week. The Blue
Raiders were beaten 6-0 at Wofford on Sunday, then
lost to conference foe Tennessee
Tech 4-2 on Sunday.
Struggling to stay alive:
Morehead State slipped to 0-5
on the season after road losses to
Appalachian State (7-0) and
Davidson (4-1) last week. Junior
goalie Jennifer Gordon was ranked
fourth nationally in saves per game

last week and was profiled by
Soccer Buzz for their website. The
Eagles play their first home game
of the season this weekend against
Tennessee Tech.
Tennessee-Martin fell to 1-5
overall and 1-2 in the OVC after
losing to Memphis 9-0 and Eastern
7-1. It has been outscored this season 35-4. The Skyhawks continue
to rotate their two freshman goalies,
Nikki Keltz and Nikki Ammons.
Ammons is averaging 5.5 saves per
game, while Keltz is averaging 4.4
saves per game.

Hot, Hot, Hot:

victories over Chattanooga
Middle Tennessee last week.
win over Middle Tenn
clinched at least a share of the 0
crown for Tech.
The first year program has
prised many teams incl ·
Eastern who it beat 1-0 in ov ·
Tech's Angela Freund was
OVC Player of the Week for
week. The freshman bad two
and two assists in a victory
Chattanooga and then a goal
two assists in a victory over ·
Tennessee. She is second in
OVC with 1.50 points per gaim.

Tennessee Tech improved to 41-1 overall and 3-0 in the OVC with

-compiled by Chad Verbais

,, _____ McGwire unab

to answer call
of Sosa in loss

The thing is that this
team never quite and
showed tremendous heart.
We came back, played fantastic, and put everything
we had into the game the
second half.

ST. LOUIS (AP) McGwire couldn't answer
my Sosa's tw0-bbJDAt. sal
Facmg Randy Johnso
NL's dominant pitcher since
arrived in Houston last month,
St. Louis Cardinals' slugger
two walks, singled and hit
third warning-track fly ball in
nights in a 7-1 loss Wedne
night.
McGwire and Sosa
homered on the same day
times.
Not this day, as the NL C
champion Astros won for
l ()()th time and the home
kings headed into the h
stretch tied for the major-I
record with 65 apiece. vi
... ~ Q".

,,

Steve Ballard,
women's softball coach

_____

the backS have to start our play,"
head coach Steve Ballard said. "'The
thing is that this team never quit and
showed tremendous heart. We came
back, played fantastic, and put
everything we had into the game the
second half. It has been a struggle to
get a winning combination all year,
with the injuries and illness, but
hopefully we found it here in the
second half."

y

thursday:
fooseball tournaments
starts@ 8 pm

$ 1.50 rail drinks

NEXT TUESDAY•••
Pool Tournament

Call 345-7827

10°/o Off all
Clothing;

S.&l·EEl\TDS
SOON!!

COLD SUBS
al91EKST

. . ,,,,., • -

'Ihe Ladies of
Tri-Sigra
W auld Like Ta
Thank Sanford For
'Ih:i.r Gener a.is

D:n:tticn,

SAi
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2.tt

Ut
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2.91

5.31
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HOT SUBS
ROAST

Owned and
Managed by
EIU Alumni
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TUNA "OOlPKN SAFE" .. •• •.. •• •... .. ..
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at trick makes Nix Player of Week
!her senior forward Jeff Nix
Missouri Valley Offensive
of the Weck honors after net• hat trick against Western
last Sunday. Nix was the
yer this season in the MVC
three goals in one game.
is nice thac he gets recog" coach Tim McClements
"He has been playing really
he's a real dangerous play's explosiveness has caused
· g teams problems as the
has three games with two or
goals. A statistic Nix said also
his teammates ability to get
6e ball in scoring situations

"It is more of a team honor." Nix
said. "fl shows that we are getting
respect."
Creighton's goalkeeper Tom
Zawisian was named MVC
Defensive Player of the Week.
2.awisian made seven saves in 123
scoreless minutes for the Blue Jays
last week. The junior is third in the
conference allowing .76 goals
against on the season with one
shutout.
Milestones:
Creighton senior Richard
Mulrooney surpassed fonner teammate Johnny Torres' conference
record of 36 career assists last
week. Mulrooney assisted on the

Lacey Buldoslk/ Staff photographer
r Kyle Mittendorf attempts to dribble the ball past a Loyola-Chicago
r. Eastern won 7-1 and improved its record to 7-0.
g." Panther head coach Tun me and I crashed in and scored."
nts said. "We can't play
The Ramblers (1-8) controlled
the ball, and bad the Panther
way for the whole game."
em pressed the Rambler defense scrambling for most of the
early and often with most first half, buc Eascern took control
chances coming form Nix again midway through the second
freshman forward Derrick half.
, the game plan from the
" I think we are tired with a
·ng.
stretch of games like we have had,"
e talked about crashing the Loyola-Chicago
coach
Ray
" Nix said. "Derrick bit it to O'Connell said.

and 2.29 points per game.
Fast start:
With two wins last week
Vanderbilt is off to its best start
since 1990.
The Commodores won the
Logan Roadhouse Classic with victories over Wisconsin-Green Bay
and Loyola (Ill.).
Mark Pizzulo captured tournament MVP honors scoring two
goals in the victory over UWGB.
Vandy is currently on a four game
winning streak, two shy of the
school record.
Top of the bill:
After stumbling to a 5-13-1
record last year. Western Kentucky

already has five wins this seas )ll.
The Hilltoppcrs defeated previo '>ly undefeated New Mexico to ' n
the Furrs Supermarket Fall Clas<.,c.
Western Kentucky defeated the
hosts 2-1 in the final, and defeated
Denver 2-0 in the opener.
Unbeaten:
Bradley enters action on Frida)
having the nations second long st
current unbeaten streak wich seh n.
Last week the Braves tied Northtm
Illinois 3-3 and defeated Bowl11.g
Green l-0.
Northern went into the game
with a 4-0 record.
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"You still have to give Eastern
credit. they were faster, stronger
and more physical."
Physical may have been the key
word, as Nix out muscled a Loyola
defender off the ball and beat the
keeper for bis final tally on the
afternoon.
''The defender held the ball too
long," Nix said. "I took it away
from him and played it inside of the
far post."
Perry was given credit for the
a-;sist on Nix's first goal.
One minute later Nix took the
ball in the middle of the field,
decked a defender. but missed wide
right. The senior could have easily
ncctcd his second hat-trick of the
season after taking eight of the
Panther's 14 shots.
''Today he carried us," McClements said of Nix's performance.
By not playing a completely
sound game, McClements said he
had to remind the players to keep
focus.
''They are one of the teams we
lost to last year, and it is nice to
win," McClements said.
"But more importantly I would
have rather lost and improved than
to win and taper off."

against one of the best quarterbacks
in the country. The Tech three-quarterback offense seems like a perfect
opportunity for the Eastern secondary to get its first interception of
the season.
Besides the secondary, the
Panther offense will also have to
step up to the task. Because of a
motor scooter accident to back-up
quarterback Jeb Odam, Eastern is

left with two quarterbacks in
Anthony Buich and Tony Romo.
But the big part of the Panth~r
offense will be the running game
Eastern should use the same philosophy it used against Northern la.st
weekend and run the ball right up
the middle of the big Golden Eagle
defense. The more Eascern does
this, it will make the Tech defen~
tired and the Panthers will then be
able to run as they wish.
With all of these considerations,
the Panthers should stop the flight
of the Golden Eagles Saturday at
O'Brien Stadium.

opening goal against Missouri-Kansas City to break the
record. but he didn't
stop there. The
Soccer
senior wao; credited
notebook
with two more
assists
against
Wisconsin on Sunday and currently
sits at 39. Mulrooney is also a
Hermann Trophy finalist.
The golden child:
Gavin Glinton, a freshman at
Bradley, has already set the Brave
record for goals by a freshman with
eight. The rookie has scored a goal
in five straight games, and leads the
league with l.14 goals per game

Home
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a player evaluation period - this
game will allow him to evaluate the
team as a whole.
"Since I regard Tech so highly, it
will give us a good indication of
where we're at (in the OVC),"
Spoo said. "It will give us an awfully good indication of what we can
expect the rest of the year from our
guys."
Saturday also starts a stretch
where the Panthers play five of the
next six games at home. They play
at Middle Tennessee on Oct. 24,
then close out the season with cwo

- compiled by David Pump

road
game.,
against Tenne~sce
Martin and Ea tern
Kentuck),
respectively.
··1 hope it's s
nificant," Sp1 )
said of the home'>Bob Spoo
tand. "In the lru.t
three or four years,
there has not been a mental block to
go on the road, but before that. we
just couldn't overcome it. We
couldn't buy a win: now our guys
don't mind traveling but they
appreciate being at home.
"Lee's understand we're in the
conference now and it's certainly
imponant to stay focused and get
better."
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Soccer sweep at Lakeside
Win over Illini
puts Eastern
over .500 mark

Matt Wilson
Sports ed~or

his is the time
)f football team
t's that time of year again.
No rm not talking
about the baseball playoffs
...or the Cubs in the middle
l wild card race.
£'he Panther football team
' gotten pasl the St Joseph's
d Northern Illinois' of its
'ledule and now it's rime for
hio Valley Conference action
' begin for the Panthers. This
eek Eastern will have its
mnds full with a very strong
cnnessee Tech team.
This will be Tech's first trip
0 Charleston, and they bring
uh them one of the top
fenses in the ave. Eastern
und this out last year when it
·aped with a narrow J0-7 win
Cookeville.
Boy am 1 glad Tech only
ne away with seven points,
c cannon the Tech ROTC shot
<lJ after every score was about
as bad as the one at Central
Florida. And I had to hear that
one seven times.
Maybe Eastern should do
something similar every rime
the home team scores, instead
of just having the cheerleaders
complete push ups until they get
to the number of points the
Panthers have. Maybe Eastern
should adopt the cannon idea,
but instead put Billy Panther
inside of it. Then every rime the
Panthers did score the fans
could see Billy soar through the
air like a Golden Eagle.
Bul enough about cannons
and Panthers flying through the
air, this will be a much more
serious game than that. After the
24-7 victory over Northern last
Saturday, Panther coach Bob
Spoo said he did not want one
thing to happen - a letdown.
This is a problem that can very
easily occur, as anytime a
Division l-AA team defeats a 1A team, there's a chance that the
smaller team can get big heads
after the victory.
Tennessee Tech head coach
Mike Hennigan said a letdown
should not be a problem, and if
anything, the win over 1-A
Northern will give the Panthers
the advantage in the game.
&pecially since Tech is coming
off a loss to a different I-A team.
Alabama-Bianingham.
Tech is still trying to find
itself. as the only win it has
accomplished was a 52-0
slaughter of Division II
Kentucky Wesleyan.
In the win over Wesleyan
and the loss to UAB, Tech used
three quarterbacks, but I bet
none of them compared to the
one Eastern had to face up
against in the second game of its
season.
So Tech can throw all it
wants at the Eastern secondary
because it bas already gone up
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By Chad Verbais
Staff Writer

Nix continues
streak with two
more goals as
menmove to7
By David Pump

Deanna Mcintyre/ Photo editor
Panther junior defender Shana Hozman follows through on a kick in the 4-2 win
over Illinois. The win put Eastern over the .500 mark.

Women's soccer overcame a 2-0
halftime deficit to come back and
beat the University of Illinois 4-2
Wednesday at Lakeside Field.
The Panthers took advantage of
a worn out U of I squad to improve
their record to 4-3. The Fighting
Illini dropped to 5-2 on the season.
Eastern started out the game just
trying to keep up with the Illini.
While the Panthers were busy getting into the game the Illini were
running circles around the Eastern
defense. The Panthers did not gel
into Illini territory until I0 minutes
into the first half, and then only
briefly.
Eastern had to rely on excellent
defense and stellar goalkeeping
from sophomore Jeanine Fredrick
early on to keep them in the game.
Fredrick came up with some key
saves in the first half that proved to

Associate sports editor
The borne team played to
Tuesday afternoon al Lakeside
as the Panther men's soccer
defeated Loyola-Chicago 2-0.
Eastern senior forward Jeff
Missouri
Valley
Conti
Offensive Player of the
scored both goals for rhe home
and goal keeper Ryan Wag
made four saves to preserve lhe
'1t feels good (to win the
seven of rhe ~n) especially
pared to last year," Nix said
know what it feels like to lose."
Eastern (7-0) remained
ed on the season, main1y in part
timely scoring from Nix and
defensive play.
"Our defense was very,
strong and we felt we could
them early, but we were too ·
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Panthers,,home
for
another
moft
______
By Chad Merda
ManagllQ editor

For four of the eight Ohio Valley
Conference football teams, the
records don't matter until Saturday
when rhey kick off their conference
schedules.
The Panthers (2-1) are one of
those teams when they host
Tennessee Tech (1- l) at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday - it's also Tech's first conference game of the season.
Tennessee-Martin (0-2) begins its
ave schedule when it travels to
Southeast Missowi (1-2, 0-1) while
Eastern Kentucky (2-1) dips into conference action with a road game at
Middle Tennessee (l-2, 1-0).
While it's still very early in the

and Eastern Kentucky - currently
ranked in the top 25 in both the Sports
Necwork and ESPN/USA Today ]I hope it's significant In the
AA
polls.
last three or four years, there
The win over Northern Illinois put
has not been a mental block Eastern back in both polls, but the
win has given Spoo some cause for
to go on the road, but before
concern heading into conference
that, we just couldn't overaction.
come it
"I want the team to understand
BobSpoo, they're playing against a very wellPanther botball coach coached football team," Spoo said,
hinting of a possible letdown.
Tech coach Mike Hennigan, in bis
season, Eastern coach Bob Spoo third year, took over a program that
maintains bis assertion from earlier in went 3-8 in 1995 and has improved
the season that the ave is much bet- each year with a S-6 and 6-S showing
in '96 and '97, respectively.
ter balanced than in years' past
For Spoo and bis coaching staff,
That's supported by having three
teams - the Panthers, Murray State the first three games were used as a

______

,,

Add Cutler to list of
honored Panthers
Meleah Cutler is the newest
member of the Panther volleyball
team to join the list of players honored by the Ohio Valley
Conference.
For her efforrs last week rhe
junior outside hitter was named
OVC Defensive Player of the
Week.
Cutler turned in outstanding performances last week in leading the
Panthers to 3-0 mark for the week
and keeping the Panthers on top of
theOVC.
Cutler tied an Eastern overall
match record and set a four-game
match record with 35 digs in the
win over Tennessee Tech. She also
had two blocks, two service aces
and 13 kills, her fourth consecutive

f.MimtmiOOJ

double-figure kill
outing.
"She had a good
week. She has been
pretty consistent all
Volleyball
year," Panther head
noteoook
coach Betty Ralston
said. "Her being
able to tie the record for digs is
great especially since she is playing
a different position. She is doing a
better job of it"
lo victories over DePaul and
Middle Tennessee, she recorded
seven and 12 digs respectively,
while totaling 27 kills.
For the week, Cutler averaged
4.91 digs per game, 3.64 kills per
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